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SKYWALKING
THE LIFE AND FILMS OF GEORGE LUCAS, UPDATED EDITION
Da Capo Press A biography of the ﬁlm director discusses his early inﬂuences, his successes and failures, and the continuing "Star Wars" series

GEORGE LUCAS
A LIFE
Hachette UK The essential biography of the inﬂuential and beloved ﬁlmmaker George Lucas. On May 25, 1977, a problem-plagued, budget-straining independent science-ﬁction ﬁlm
opened in a mere thirty-two American movie theaters. Conceived, written, and directed by a little-known ﬁlmmaker named George Lucas, the movie originally called The Star Wars
quickly drew blocks-long lines, bursting box-oﬃce records and ushering in a new way for movies to be made, marketed, and merchandised. It is now one of the most adored-and
successful-movie franchises of all time. Now, the author of the bestselling biography Jim Henson delivers a long-awaited, revelatory look into the life and times of the man who
created Luke Skywalker, Han Solo, and Indiana Jones. If Star Wars wasn't game-changing enough, Lucas went on to create another blockbuster series with Indiana Jones, and he
completely transformed the world of special eﬀects and the way movies sound. His innovation and ambition forged Pixar and Lucasﬁlm, Industrial Light & Magic, and THX sound.
Lucas's colleagues and competitors oﬀer tantalizing glimpses into his life. His entire career has been stimulated by innovators including Steven Spielberg and Francis Ford Coppola,
actors such as Harrison Ford, and the very technologies that enabled the creation of his ﬁlms-and allowed him to keep tinkering with them long after their original releases. Like his
unforgettable characters and stories, his inﬂuence is unmatched.

GEORGE LUCAS
Virgin Books Limited The step-by-step companion to the work of George Lucas. George Lucas has directed only ﬁve full-length pictures in thirty years, and yet he is one of the most
inﬂuential of all contemporary ﬁlmmakers: not simply a director, he's also a writer, a producer and an unparalleled technical pioneer, responsible for advances in digital projection,
CGI and quality cinema sound. Yet he remains deﬁantly outside the Hollywood system, ﬁnancing his - and other people's - pictures out of his own funds, creatively answerable to no
one but himself.Starting with his time as a ﬁlm student, this is a critical journey through the ﬁlms Lucas has directed and actively produced. It encompasses his abstract early works
such as Look at Life and 6.18.67, the mainstream successes of American Graﬃti, Star Wars and Indiana Jones and the record selling Star Wars prequel trilogy. There is also an
extensive section detailing other projects in which he has had a hand, such as Paul Schraeder's Mishima, Haskell Wexler's controversial Latino and Francis Ford Coppola's Tucker:
The Man and His Dream. Thsi is an indispensable reference to the work of George Lucas- the mogul, the mythmaker, the one man brand and the most successful independent
ﬁlmmaker who has ever lived.

THE CINEMA OF GEORGE LUCAS
Harry N Abrams Incorporated Citing the ﬁlmmaker's contributions to the movie industry since the inception of the Star Wars series, a tribute to Lucas's vision draws on interviews
and the Lusasﬁlm archives to survey some of his most signiﬁcant achievements.

MYTHMAKER
THE LIFE AND WORK OF GEORGE LUCAS
Harper Entertainment These days it's hard to ﬁnd someone who hasn't seen the Star Wars and Indiana Jones trilogies. Now the man behind those epic movies and numerous other
blockbuster hits comes alive in this deﬁnitive biography that traces a shy, ambitious ﬁlm student's transformation into one of the industry's most inﬂuential leaders. Acclaimed
biographer John Baxter uncovers the roots of Lucas's enigmatic genius and independent spirit and shows how he joined with other idealists to found the new Hollywood, an eﬀort
that paved the way for the event picture, the phenomenon of product licensing, and ultimately the ﬁnest visual eﬀects studio in the world. Drawing upon voluminous research and
interviews with Lucas's friends and colleagues, Baxter gives us the clearest picture yet of an icon of popular culture who is recognized by many but understood by precious few.

GEORGE LUCAS
Twenty-First Century Books Traces the life of the man who became well-known for his Star Wars movies, from his childhood in California to his career in ﬁlms.

THE GENIUS OF GEORGE LUCAS: HIS LIFE, ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND KEYS TO SUCCESS
UNRAVEL THE MAN WHO REVOLUTIONIZED CINEMA, SCIENCE FICTION AND CREATIVITY (EXTENDED EDITION)
Hernando Chavez THE GENIUS OF GEORGE LUCAS: HIS LIFE, ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND KEYS TO SUCCESS UNRAVEL THE MAN WHO REVOLUTIONIZED CINEMA, SCIENCE FICTION AND
CREATIVITY ABOUT THIS BOOK George Lucas is a genius because of his ability to create and shape successful franchises. George Lucas founded Lucasﬁlm Ltd., which has been
responsible for creating several hit movies, including the Star Wars and Indiana Jones series. He also helped to shape the ﬁlmmaking industry with his contributions as an inventor
and entrepreneur. Lucas created "special-eﬀects" software that changed how ﬁlmmakers tell stories on ﬁlm. He invented new ways of making movies more realistic by using
computer graphics technology in conjunction with traditional ﬁlmmaking methods (such as using puppets or animatronics). CONTENT Introduction: Why Is George Lucas A Genius?
Who Is George Lucas? How Was George Lucas' Childhood? How Did George Lucas’ Parents Inﬂuence His Life Philosophy? How Was Geroge Lucas Almost Killed In Car Racing? How Did
George Lucas Beneﬁt From His Friendship With Francis Ford Coppola? Why Is George Lucas A Great Filmmaker? Why Is George Lucas A Great Producer? How Was George Lucas
Inspired By Classic European Films? How Has George Lucas Always Followed His Passions? How Did George Lucas Found Lucasﬁlm, Ltd.? How Did George Lucas Help Shape The
Filmmaking Industry? How Did George Lucas Inﬂuence Science Fiction Movies Today? How Did George Lucas Come Up With The Idea For Star Wars? Why Did Star Wars Become Such
A Successful Franchise? How Did George Lucas Come Up With The Idea For Indiana Jones? Why Did Indiana Jones Become Such A Successful Franchise? Why Does George Lucas Have
So Many Cult Followers? How Many Awards And Achievements Does George Lucas Have? George Lucas Pledged To Give Half Of His Wealth To Charitable Organizations? George Lucas
Thinks Everybody Has Talent? How Has George Lucas Stayed True To Himself? Why Does George Lucas Think It’s Important To Get Feedback? Why Does Geroge Lucas Think That You
Should Also Listen To Yourself? ABOUT THE SAPIENS NETWORK The content in this guide is based on extensive oﬃcial research and comes from a variety of sources, mostly from
books published by experts who have mastered each of the topics presented here and who are backed by internationally recognized careers. Therefore, the reader will be able to
acquire a large amount of knowledge from more than one reliable and specialized source. This happens because we rely only on oﬃcial and endorsed media. In addition, we also
collect information from diﬀerent web pages, courses, biographies, and interviews, so we give the reader a broad overview of their topics of interest. We have not only checked that
the sources of knowledge are relevant, but we have also made a very careful selection of the ﬁnal information that makes up this guide. With great practicality, we have compiled
the most useful concepts and put them in a way that are easiest for the reader to learn. Our ultimate goal is to simplify all the ideas that they are fully understandable and so that
the reader can enjoy a pleasant, practical, and simple reading. This is why we strive to provide only the key information from each expert. In this guide, the reader will not ﬁnd
redundancies or unnecessary or irrelevant content. Each chapter covers the essential and leaves out everything that could be deemed as extra or that does not add anything new to
the selected concepts. Thus, the reader will be able to enjoy a text where they will easily ﬁnd specialized information that comes exclusively from experts and that has been
selected with the greatest eﬀectiveness.

RETURN OF THE JEDI
The most popular series of movies in the history of cinema, the Star Wars trilogy altered forever our notion of what the movies could do. Return of the Jedi is the trilogy's concluding
section. With its myriad peculiar creatures, it seems, at ﬁrst, to be a lighter ﬁlm than the others. However, as its subtle narrative unfolds, it becomes apparent that the centre of the
trilogy is not Luke Skywalker but Darth Vader, and it is his redemption that forms the culmination of this epic story. The power of this conclusion excites curiosity about how
someone who began so idealistically could have turned to the dark side of the Force - the story of which will be revealed in the next three instalments to the Star Wars saga . . .

GEORGE LUCAS
INTERVIEWS
Univ. Press of Mississippi A director, producer, and writer, George Lucas is the power behind "The Force." The son of a conservative small-town businessman, he grew up to become
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arguably the most identiﬁable and popular ﬁlmmaker in the history of the medium. Yet unlike his more publicly engaged contemporaries, Lucas rarely grants reporters an audience.
This ﬁrst book of Lucas's interviews aﬀords fans and students of ﬁlm and science ﬁction a rare opportunity. Editor Sally Kline collects conversations from the reticent director
spanning Lucas's entire career, from the making of his ﬁrst ﬁlm, 1971's "THX-1138," through "American Graﬃti," the triumph of the "Star Wars" trilogy, and even a 1999 interview
given while awaiting the release of "Star Wars: Episode One--The Phantom Menace." In interviews from venues such as "Rolling Stone," "Playboy," and "American Film," Lucas
reveals his distrust of the Hollywood establishment, his love for making movies, and his unambiguous values and how those values translate into the epic clash between good and
evil created when he explores characters like Darth Vader and Luke Skywalker. Lucas revolutionized the movie industry and created the most successful ﬁlm series of all time. Along
with ﬁlms of his close friend Steven Spielberg, Lucas's releases invented the notion of blockbuster movies. Before the end of the millennium, he could count the loyal fans of the
Star Wars trilogy in the millions. Sally Kline is ﬁlm critic for "The Journal" newspapers. She has worked as a ﬁlm commentator on a number of Washington, D.C. radio stations and as
a guest lecturer at George Washington University. A freelance writer and researcher, she has contributed to two books, including a biography of Robert F. Kennedy.

GEORGE LUCAS
A BIOGRAPHY
HarperCollins Publishers George Lucas is one of the most innovative bigtime players on the movie scene. His three Star Wars ﬁlms and the trio featuring the action hero Indiana
Jones (all six of which Lucas conceived, produced and co-wrote) are some of the most popular ﬁlms ever made. To ﬁnance them, he masterminded a revolutionary redrawing of the
ﬁnancial agreements under which ﬁlms were produced in Hollywood, snatching away control of funding, intellectual content and the distribution of proﬁts from studios, and placing
them in the hands of the ﬁlm-makers themselves.

THE LUCAS EFFECT
GEORGE LUCAS AND THE NEW HOLLYWOOD
A ﬁlmmaker, visionary, and entrepreneur, George Lucas has not only changed the way we experience ﬁlm and ﬁlmmaking, but also revolutionized ﬁlm industry practices and
standards. George Lucas, on an economic, aesthetic, and cultural level, has contributed more than any other individual to the shaping of the New Hollywood and is one of the most
important ﬁgures in ﬁlm history. His contribution to the ﬁlm industry and our culture can be deﬁned as the "Lucas Eﬀect." Until now Lucas' work has been studied categorically. That
is, popular books have been written that focus speciﬁcally on his life, his marketing skills, his ﬁlms, his fans, or his various business accomplishments and practices. This is the ﬁrst
book to weave these threads together into a cohesive, rigorous study that illustrates the far reaching impact and importance of his creative genius. This book is important not only
for ﬁlm academics, students of ﬁlm criticism and theory, popular culture scholars, and ﬁlm devotees, but also for industry power brokers, Lucas fans and anyone who is interested in
the work, life, and legacy of one of ﬁlm's most important visionaries, George Lucas.

STAR WARS TRILOGY
Star Wars A collector's edition brings together the three original, complete Star Wars novels in a single volume that includes Star Wars: A New Hope, Star Wars: The Empire Strikes
Back, and Star Wars: Return of the Jedi. Reissue. 22,000 ﬁrst printing. (Tie-in to the September 2004 release of the three classic Star Wars ﬁlms on DVD) (Science Fiction & Fantasy)

SKYWALKING
THE LIFE AND FILMS OF GEORGE LUCAS, UPDATED EDITION
Da Capo Press Filled with revelations about the origins and making of American Graﬃti, Star Wars, The Empire Strikes Back, Raiders of the Lost Ark, and Return of the Jedi, this only
full-length biography of ﬁlmmaker and cinematic visionary George Lucas has been updated with a substantial new chapter that discusses the revamped Star Wars Trilogy Special
Edition, the Star Wars prequels, the ﬁlming of the ﬁrst installment, and the controversial ways in which Lucas's approach and success continue to alter the landscape of the ﬁlm
industry.

I AM #7: GEORGE LUCAS
Scholastic Inc. I created the Star Wars franchise. I am George Lucas. Learn all about this remarkable man, whose accomplishments are truly inspiring, in the continuation of the I AM
series. I AM GEORGE LUCAS will follow one man's journey to become the most famous ﬁlmmaker in the world. Discover everything you wanted to know about this celebrated movie
guru and creator of Star Wars. This book will feature a full-color illustrated cover, one-color illustrations throughout, a detailed time line, introductions to other notable people from
the story, sidebars, and a top-ten list of important things to know about George Lucas.

STAR WARS: ORIGINAL TRILOGY
Arrow Luke Skywalker dreamed of adventures out among the stars and alien worlds. But when he intercepted a message from a beautiful captive princess, he got more than he had
bargained for-and that was how the adventure of his life began. . . . Forty years after the groundbreaking movie Star Wars: A New Hope ﬁrst hit the silver screen, Star Wars remains
one of the most beloved sagas ever told. Together, the three original Star Wars movies A New Hope, The Empire Strikes Back, and Return of the Jedi told one epic: a heroic tale of
innocence lost and wisdom gained, of downfall and redemption, of the never-ending ﬁght between the forces of good and evil. Read the story of the movies in one paperback volume
and rediscover the wonder of the legend that begins: A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away . . .

STAR WARS®: EPISODE II: ATTACK OF THE CLONES
Scholastic Inc. The biggest movie event of 2002 in a stellar novelization by acclaimed author Patrica C. Wrede. Anakin Skywalker is now age eighteen and facing temptations of love,
violence, betrayal, honor, and above all, the dark side of the Force.

SHADOW MOON
Spectra The fate of the Great Realms rests on the reluctant shoulders of the Princess Elora Danan, and a stranger named Thorn Drumheller must awaken a sleeping warrior princess
in order to save the countryside from war and chaos. Reprint.

THE PHANTOM MENACE
Random House The Jedi Knight Qui-Gon Jinn and his apprentice, young Obi-Wan Kenobi, are charged with the protection of Amidala, the young Queen of Naboo, as she seeks to end
the siege of her planet by Trade Federation warship.

THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK
Del Rey Although the infamous Death Star has been destroyed and a Rebel base established on the frozen planet of Hoth, Luke Skywalker, Princess Leia, and Han Solo again ﬁnd
themselves pursued by Darth Vader

STAR WARS: ORIGINAL TRILOGY
Random House Luke Skywalker dreamed of adventures out among the stars and alien worlds. But when he intercepted a message from a beautiful captive princess, he got more
than he had bargained for—and that was how the adventure of his life began. . . . Forty years after the groundbreaking movie Star Wars: A New Hope ﬁrst hit the silver screen, Star
Wars remains one of the most beloved sagas ever told. Together, the three original Star Wars movies A New Hope, The Empire Strikes Back, and Return of the Jedi told one epic: a
heroic tale of innocence lost and wisdom gained, of downfall and redemption, of the never-ending ﬁght between the forces of good and evil. Read the story of the movies in one
paperback volume and rediscover the wonder of the legend that begins: A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away . . .

GEORGE LUCAS
The secret to ﬁlm is that it is an illusion' Georga Lucas George Lucas is primarily known for his Star Wars ﬁlm series, and for having created the character of Indiana Jones. However,
he was also an avant-garde maker of independent ﬁlms such as THX-1138, and remains one of the greatest technical innovators the cinema has ever seen a pioneer in stereo sound
systems, digital projection and the development of CGI. Using the successful format of previous books in the Virgin Film series, this guide includes categories such as Casting.
Alternative Versions. Recurring Themes and Concerns and Expert Witness, information on Lucas's inspiration behind his ﬁlms both directing and producting - and accounts of his
other lesser-known early ﬁlms. Lucas is, ﬁnancially speaking, the most successful ﬁlm director who has ever lived. He still remains outside the studio system: that his later ﬁlms
often resemble the most pointedly calculated of Hollywood 'product' is one of the many fascinating paradoxes in a remarkable career.

STAR WARS®: EPISODE III: REVENGE OF THE SITH
Scholastic Inc. Award-winning author Patricia C. Wrede tells the ﬁnal chapter of the Star Wars saga, in this incredible novel based on one of the most eagerly awaited movies of all
time. The circle will now be complete: the ﬁnal installment of the Star Wars saga, showing the emergence of Darth Vader, the downfall of the Jedi, and the revenge of the Sith.
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A NEW HOPE: STAR WARS: EPISODE IV
Del Rey The classic adventure that started it all A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away . . . Luke Skywalker lived and worked on his uncle's farm on the remote planet of
Tatooine—and he was bored beyond belief. He yearned for adventures out among the stars, adventures that would take him beyond the farthest galaxies to distant and alien worlds.
But Luke gets more than he bargained for when he intercepts a cryptic message from a beautiful princess held captive by a dark and powerful warlord. Luke doesn't know who she
is, but he knows he has to save her—and soon, because time is running out. Armed only with courage and with the lightsaber that had been his father's, Luke is catapulted into the
middle of the most savage space war ever—and headed straight for a desperate encounter on the enemy battle station known as the Death Star. . . .

VIRGIN FILM - GEORGE LUCAS
Virgin Publishing The step-by-step companion to the work of George Lucas. George Lucas has directed only ﬁve full-length pictures in thirty years, and yet he is one of the most
inﬂuential of all contemporary ﬁlmmakers: not simply a director, he's also a writer, a producer and an unparalleled technical pioneer, responsible for advances in digital projection,
CGI and quality cinema sound. Yet he remains deﬁantly outside the Hollywood system, ﬁnancing his - and other people's - pictures out of his own funds, creatively answerable to no
one but himself.Starting with his time as a ﬁlm student, this is a critical journey through the ﬁlms Lucas has directed and actively produced. It encompasses his abstract early works
such as Look at Life and 6.18.67, the mainstream successes of American Graﬃti, Star Wars and Indiana Jones and the record selling Star Wars prequel trilogy. There is also an
extensive section detailing other projects in which he has had a hand, such as Paul Schraeder's Mishima, Haskell Wexler's controversial Latino and Francis Ford Coppola's Tucker:
The Man and His Dream. Thsi is an indispensable reference to the work of George Lucas- the mogul, the mythmaker, the one man brand and the most successful independent
ﬁlmmaker who has ever lived.

HOWARD KAZANJIAN
A PRODUCER'S LIFE
Abrams A captivating exploration of the life, work, and insider insight of legendary ﬁlm producer Howard Kazanjian Howard Kazanjian, a ﬁlm producer whose career spans 50 years,
has collaborated with Hollywood legends such as Alfred Hitchcock, Billy Wilder, Sam Peckinpah, Steven Spielberg, and George Lucas, and worked on such classics as The Empire
Strikes Back, Raiders of the Lost Ark, and Return of the Jedi. Complete with personal anecdotes from the front lines, and coupled with rare archival photographs, this full-length
biography tells the story of Kazanjian’s rise in Hollywood and takes us behind the scenes of the producer’s role in some of the biggest blockbusters in ﬁlm history.

SHADOW STAR
Spectra In order to prevent the dragons from being used as pawns to rule the Realms, Elora Danan has slain them and made herself protector of two of their eggs, in the sequel to
Shadow Moon and Shadow Dawn. Reprint.

WHO IS GEORGE LUCAS?
Penguin Highlights the life and accomplishments of the creator of the "Star Wars" and "Indiana Jones" movies, whose technological innovations have had a major impact on the ﬁlm
industry.

THE MAKING OF STAR WARS
THE DEFINITIVE STORY BEHIND THE ORIGINAL FILM
Random House George Lucas spent nearly ten years bringing his dream project to life: a ground-breaking space fantasy movie. Its original title: The Star Wars. The rest is history.
Yet its production is a story as entertaining and exciting as the movie itself. Now, recounted in the words of those who were there, it is ﬁnally being told, for the ﬁrst time. Between
1975 and 1978, over ﬁfty interviews were conducted with key members of cast and crew - George Lucas, Mark Hamill, Harrison Ford, Carrie Fisher, Anthony Daniels, composer John
Williams, legendary production designer John Barry amongst many others. Remarkably, these candid and revelatory interviews have sat, undisturbed, in the Lucasﬁlm Archives for
three decades. Until now. Using his unprecedented access to the archives and this treasure trove of never-before-published 'lost' interviews, photographs, production notes,
factoids and anecdotes, J.W. Rinzler hurtles back in time for a deﬁnitive look at the genesis of a cinematic legend. A true story of human endeavour and creativity, The Making of
Star Wars reveals exactly what it took to produce one of the most outstanding and innovative ﬁlms of all time.

ATTACK OF THE CLONES
Vintage In this volume, it is time for Anakin and the other characters to make key choices - about forbidden love, duty and honour. These choices will set into motion events that
change the lives of everyone and the course of an entire galaxy.

THE ART OF STAR WARS
INCLUDING THE COMPLETE SCRIPT OF THE FILM BY GEORGE LUCAS
OUT OF SIGHT-OUT OF MIND
DECLUTTER AND ORGANIZE EVERY FACET OF YOUR LIFE
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform If you have been battling with clutter in all aspects of your life, it is about time you had some breath of fresh air. There can be no
hiding place for the clutter in your life after you read this book; Out of Sight Out of mind: De-clutter and organize every facet of your life. This is undoubtedly the most researched
and most informed book ever written on this topic. This book contains every technique that can help you prevent, eradicate and banish clutter out of your home, oﬃce, mind, and
every other aspect of your life. What stands this book out of the crowd of other books written on this topic is the wide range of practical methods, examples and tips contained in it
to help you reclaim your home from the persistent invader called clutter. Clutter will become a thing of the past after you apply the techniques outlined in this book in all areas of
your life. This book will not only help you get rid of clutter from your life, but will go a long way to instill clutter-free habits in you and help you live a more organized, relaxed and
successful life. From your mind to your bedrooms, you will ﬁnd very useful and easy steps you can employ to clear away every kind of clutter and stay clutter-free afterwards. This
book tells you what to do and what not to do in order to banish clutter for life.

THE STAR WARS STORYBOOK
BASED ON THE FILM BY GEORGE LUCAS
Scholastic Paperbacks The intergalactic adventures of Luke Skywalker and the Rebel Alliance as they battle the evil Imperial forces which have overthrown the Old Republic.

STAR WARS
Random House Books for Young Readers Luke Skywalker and his robot friends, C-3PO and R2-D2, join the Rebel Alliance to save their world from the evil powers of Darth Vader and
his Imperial Army.

ARTFOLDS: YODA
YODA AND THE FORCE
Simon and Schuster In Yoda and the Force, Master Yoda, his fellow Jedi Knights, and even a few Dark Lords of the Sith teach about the Force, the struggle between good and evil,
and life in a galaxy far, far away. This book follows the Jedi Master and other characters from Coruscant to Dagobah, from Tatooine to Mustafar, and many planets in between where
the Force is an energy ﬁeld that binds the galaxy together - unless it's being used to ﬁght wars!

STAR WARS
THE ANNOTATED SCREENPLAYS
This volume contains all three full-length Star Wars screenplays, presented with the secrets that led to their creation. Through interviews with such people as George Lucas and
Lawrence Kasdan, the author uncovers the complex process through which the Star Wars saga came to the screen.

GEORGE LUCAS
THE CREATIVE IMPULSE : LUCASFILM'S FIRST TWENTY-FIVE YEARS
Virgin Books Limited Over the past 25 years George Lucas has been responsible for some of the most successful ﬁlms made, for example Indiana Jones and Star Wars. In recognition
of his abilities, he was awarded the Irving Thalberg Award for Lifetime Achievement by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts in 1992. This book aims to examine and illustrate all the
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ﬁlms Lucas has made, and all of the other projects he has been involved in. It looks at Industrial Light and Magic, his special eﬀects company responsible for such ﬁlms as ET and
Terminator II, Lucasﬁlm and LucasArts, two companies funded by proﬁts from his work, which are dedicated to technical advances in projects as diverse as sound-editing and theme
park rides. Behind-the-scenes photographs are also included.

THE STAR WARS
Titan Books (UK) Before Star Wars, there was The Star Wars! This is the softcover collection of the oﬃcial adaptation of George Lucas' rough-draft screenplay for what would
become Star Wars, the ﬁlm that changed motion pictures and the world. You'll see familiar characters and places - but not all is the same in this long-ago and faraway galaxy.

GEORGE LUCAS
THE CREATIVE IMPULSE : LUCASFILM'S FIRST TWENTY YEARS
Harry N Abrams Inc Discusses the ﬁlms of George Lucas, from THX 1138 to the adventures of Indiana Jones; looks at the activities of Lucasﬁlm and LucasArts; includes behind-thescenes photographs of the ﬁlms; and more

STAR WARS
A NEW HOPE : THE ILLUSTRATED SCREENPLAY
Del Rey Books The complete screenplay of the ﬁrst Star Wars motion picture is accompanied by original storyboard art and highlights from a 1977 interview with George Lucas

EMPIRE STRIKES BACK NO 1.
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